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Abstract—In unmanned collaborative cognition scenarios, tra-
ditional IoT systems are facing with data security and node pri-
vacy problems. However, blockchain together with data encryp-
tion technique enables the trustless network due to the tamper-
proof, anonymity and unbreakable properties. Nevertheless, there
are still some shortages when combining blockchain with IoT sys-
tems, for example the storage consumption. Generally speaking,
validation nodes in blockchain network need to store a complete
copy of the ledger so as to verify transactions and reach the
whole network consensus. However, in unmanned collaborative
cognition scenarios, many devices’ storage capacity are limited.
Therefore, in order to solve the storage problem, we propose
LS4BUCC, a low overhead storage architecture regarding to
the new features of unmanned collaborative cognition systems.
It selectively stores data according to the value density. Based
on three storage mechanisms and two supportive methods,
LS4BUCC can reduce the data storage and maintain the system
security and efficiency at the same time.
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I. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

A. Unmanned Collaborative Cognition System

With the rapid development of Internet and the increasement

of intelligence for smart devices, unmanned collaborative cog-

nition (UCC) system gradually becomes prosperous, for ex-

ample the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) monitoring system.

UCC system is actually an IoT system in special scenarios,

where peers interconnect with each other. Through individual

perception and cooperation, they share their local cognitions,

and finally form into a unified cognition. Thereafter, the

system makes decisions according to the current cognition and

historical data.

The features of UCC system:

• Uneven storage capacity of nodes. Just like traditional

IoT system, the device’s performance and storage capac-

ity are uneven. Many devices are limited by their power

dissipation, production cost or physical space. However,

with the development of flash memory techniques, there

are still many strong nodes in the whole network.

• Low correlation of current and historical perceptual data.

The actions of peers in UCC system are divided by tasks

or missions. There is new perceptual data under new

circumstances.

• Frequently changing situations. One of the key parts of

UCC system is environmental perception. However, the

perceiver, the perceived object and the environment will

change dynamically, which leads to the fluctuation of the

whole situation.

• Complex and diverse perceptual data. There are many

types of perceptual data, including geographical location

information, object state information, weather informa-

tion and etc. And the acquired information changes

frequently due to the change of situations.

B. The Combination of Blockchain and IoT

IoT systems, including UCC system are still facing big chal-

lenges, including privacy protection, cyber attacks, physical

tampering and etc. The generation of blockchain makes it

possible to solve the above mentioned problems due to its

tamper-proof, anonymity and unbreakable properties [1]. And

the combination of blockchain and IoT system has been widly

used in many areas, including electronic business [2], smart

home [3] and etc.

However, blockchain brings about new challenges for IoT

system, one of which is the storage of ledger due to the uneven

storage capacity of system nodes. By the end of September

2018, the size of bitcoin blockchain has reached approximately

184 gigabytes [4], and is still increasing rapidly. Meanwhile,

the Moore’s law has also hit the bottleneck [5], and the speed

of hardware development slows down. The rapidly increasing

amount of data and the low speed increasing data capacity

together hinder the application of blockchain in IoT system.

Moreover, for UCC, the frequently changing situation also

increases the storage burden. Therefore, in this paper, we will

mainly consider the solution of data storage in blockchain

based UCC systems.

C. New Features of Blockchain Based UCC

Apart from the storage problem, there are some new fea-

tures of UCC that we need to take into consideration when

combining with blockchain.
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• The data transmission among nodes and the reoccurrence

of local complete semantics. Due to the limitation of

network bandwith, we need to simplify the transferred

data so that we can ensure the efficiency. However, in

order to understand the information obtained from other

nodes, we need to design an approach in advance to

ensure that a node can generate the complete information

from simplified data.

• The value density of historical information. Even though

there is low correlation of current and historical percep-

tual data in UCC systems, especially for different tasks’

data. Still the past empirical data may guide to make

decisions and plans. Therefore, the system needs to store

data according to its value density. Meanwhile, the system

needs to measure the value density automatically.

• The particularity of consensus information. Unlike Bit-

coin 1, Ethereum 2 and other cryptocurrencies, the con-

sensus information of UCC system is not the trade

information, which needs to be verified via the context

information. Instead, nodes only need to verify the cor-

rectness of the current information and the validity of

sender.

By taking the new features mentioned above into considera-

tion, we come up with a solution for the storage of blockchain

based UCC system.

D. Improvement Strategy

Firstly, the low correlation property makes it feasible to

partition storage data according to tasks, whereas we need

to ensure that the historical data is still accessible so as to

support rediscussion. Secondly, there are differences between

the value densities of historical data, and it is suitable to

store them differently while considering the storage capacity

at the same time. Thirdly, in UCC system, nodes can generate

rich semantic information due to the complex and diverse

perceptual data. However, in order to reduce the data storage

and data transfer, nodes can use the preset semantic template

to simplify information.

Due to the problems and strategies mentioned above, we

consider designing a low overhead data storage architecture

for blockchain based UCC system. Meanwhile, we propose

three mechanisms and two supportive methods to adapt to

the storage architecture and the new features of UCC system

mentioned in section I-C.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose LS4BUCC model for low overhead storage

of blockchain based UCC system.

• We come up with three mechanisms to reduce the storage

overhead of the proposed architecture based on the data

relevance.

• We propose two preliminary methods to support the three

mechanisms. One is to estimate the value density of data,

1https://bitcoin.org/en/
2https://www.ethereum.org/

the other one is to selectively store historical data more

effectively.

The rest of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2

reviews some related studies. Section 3 proposes the archi-

tecture of LS4BUCC. Section 4 discusses the effectiveness of

our model. Finally, in section 5, we present the conclusion and

future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this part, we will firstly present some related works for

IoT to see its development and challenges. Thereafter, we show

the development of blockchain. Finally, we will present the

related work about the combination of blockchain and IoT.

A. Development of IoT

As early as 2008, US National Intelligence Council had

regarded IoT as one of the “Disruptive Civil Technology”,

and considered that by 2025, Internet nodes would reside in

everyday things [6]. Nowadays, IoT has been applied in many

domains, including personal health care, smart home, agricul-

ture and etc. Luo et al. [7] proposed a cost-effective health case

system through wireless network. Alkar et al. [8], Darianian et

al. [9], and Kelly et al. [10] used IoT concept in smart home to

control the equipments and monitor environment conditions.

Zhao et al. [11] proposed an agricultural application of wirless

sensor network, through which provides scientific guidance for

agricultural production. However, due to the storage and com-

putation limitations, IoT always resort to cloud services [12].

Therefore, IoT’s features leads to the security and privacy

problems, including lack of central control, heterogeneity in

device resources, scalibility and etc. [13].

B. Development of Blockchain

Since 2008, Nakamoto proposed bitcoin in the whitepa-

per [14], blockchain came into being. Its decentralization,

persistency, anonymity and auditability made it be widly used

from then on [15]. Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger and etc.

were proposed as cryptocurrencies, which brought about a

profound impact on traditional finance. Devine [16] proposed

blockchain learning, and Akins et al. [17] came up with an

income tax system, which showed the blockchain’s impact on

social services. Moreover, blockchain can be used to enhance

security and protect privacy. Aitzhan et al. [18] solved the

security and privacy problem in decentralized energy trading

system by using blockchain. Dorri et al. [19] used blockchain

to protect the security and privacy in smart vehicles.

C. Convergence of Blockchain and IoT

According to the above related works, blockchain may solve

the security and privacy problem that traditional IoT faces

to some extent. Just as Kshetri said [5], the conbination of

blockchain and IoT would improve the security of IoT to

some extent. It could not only solve the privacy management

problem in IoT, but also defense against cyber attacks and soft-

ware bugs compared to centralized cloud service. Samaniego

et al. [20] also considered that blockchain could serve IoT, and
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verified the performance of the conbination. The result showed

that the conbination of blockchain and IoT ourperformed cloud

service. Because of blockchain’s characteristics mentioned

above, it can bring about the turnaround for IoT, and it

has already been used in many IoT applications to improve

service quality. Liu et al. [21] proposed a blockchain based

data integrity verification service, which could tolerate the

dynamic property of IoT by depending on the third party

auditor. Dori et al. [3] designed a smart home architecture

based on blockchain, which implemented action control and

access management by modifying block’s header information.

Zhang et al. [2] and Wörner et al. [22] proposed effective

use of blockchain in the electric business and data exchange

respectively. For the development, testing and fault tolerance

analysis of IoT blockchain applications, Walker et al. [23]

designed PlaTIBART.
However, it is undeniable that there are still many challenges

in the convergence of blockchain and IoT. Just as Dorri et

al. [13] said, even though blockchain can handle most security

and privacy threats of IoT, the decentralization and resource-

constraints are still challenges. Zyskind et al. [24] also con-

sidered that blockchain based distributed storage would lead

to huge redundance. They proposed Enigma, which used off-

chain storage. By using DHT protocol, it removed duplications

across network regarding to data content. Nevertheless, it can

only reduce the size of off-chain data. There is still a large

scale and fast-growing on-chain data.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the solution of storage

problem regarding to UCC system. Next we will introduce our

proposed architecture in detail.

III. ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we will describe the architecture of

LS4BUCC as shown in figure 1. Aiming at solving the problem

of UCC system’s data surpasses node’s storage capacity. By

taking data redundancy, the change of data value according to

the occurrence time, and the relevance of historical data into

consideration comprehensively, we propose the low overhead

storage model for blockchain based unmanned collaborative

cognition system.
There are mainly three mechanisms, namely the Semantic

Information Template mechanism, the Hysteretic Data Slice
mechanism, and the Archive Historical Data mechanism. The

node will judge which mechanism to use according to the

value density of the data. Meanwhile, there are two methods

that support the three mechanisms, namely Value Density
Method and Selective Storage Method.

Next, we will firstly introduce the two methods that support

the three mechanisms.

A. Supportive Methods
1) Value Density Method: The value density represents the

importance of a piece of data for the target node in UCC

system. Mostly, the perceptual and decision-making data are

used to support making future decisions or plans.

V D(data, node) ∝ logN

logT
(1)

As shown in equation 1, where VD means value density,

N represents the number of times that the data has been used

by the target node, and T represents the time since the data

generated. The value density is proportional to the logarithmic

value of N, and is inversely proportional to the logarithmic

value of T. To judge whether a node will store a piece of data,

it needs to consider not only the value density, but also its

own storage capacity.

2) Selective Storage Method: In order to reduce the storage

burden of nodes, one need to selectively discard and store the

data that is already existed in the storage space. However, it is

a problem to decide what data to store. If all the nodes select

to discard a piece of data, this will leads to data loss in the

beginning. If randomly decide whether to store or not, this

will lead to uneven data distribution. Some data will be stored

massively, however some other data will be stored in few or

even no node. Therefore, we come up with a selective storage

method according to the Kademlia technique [25]. Kademlia

is a popular peer-to-peer distributed hash table (DHT), which

performs better than Chord, CAN, Pastry and other DHT

techniques to some extent. BitTorrent 3 also implemented a

file transfer protocol based on Kademlia.

Kademlia uses the XOR metric to calculate the logic

distance between each pair of nodes or between a node and

the hash value of data. Meanwhile, the data information can

also get the corresponding hash value by hash algorithm.

Therefore, we can design a method to store a piece of data

in its k relatively close nodes according to the logic distance

because we also need to take nodes’ storage capacity into

consideration. And we use Kademlia to maintain the DHT in

each node. In this way, we can reduce the data storage under

the premise of data balance.

B. Mechanisms for LS4BUCC

Semantic Information Template. The sensors of equipment

firstly get the environmental data through perception, and form

into a piece of simplified semantic infomation through build-in

methods. Also, it can get the simplified data from other nodes.

The self-acquired data will also be transferred to other nodes

to reach consensus through specific consensus protocol. After

storing the simplified semantic information into local cache

memory, the node needs to generate the whole semantic in-

formation so as to support the make of decision. The decision

and plan should also reach consensus among related nodes.

For the introduction of semantic information template, we

take the UAV monitoring system as an example. As shown in

table I, the simplified semantic information is generated based

on the gathered perceptual data and simplified data from other

nodes. And the corresponding whole semantic information

can be seen in figure 2. From this pair of simplified and

detailed information, we can see that the templates of semantic

information are formed by agreed-on rules. And the templates

can not only reduce the data storage and transfer, but also

encrypt the data and improve the system security.

3https://www.bittorrent.com/
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Fig. 1: Architecture for LS4BUCC

TABLE I: Example for UAV Original Data

O (4541, 1806, 1488)

L (113.010435, 28.217831, 40)

A (M, 13.9, 1, N)

E (30.2, 45)

· · ·

Fig. 2: Example for Detailed Information of UAV

Hysteretic Data Slice. In order to reduce the storage pressure

of each node, it firstly slice the ledger into slices. Then store

different slices into different nodes according to the data

value density and node storage capacity dynamically. If a

slice of data has high value density, it may be stored locally.

Otherwise, it will be stored in its nearest k nodes based on the

selective storage method. In this way, the nodes can reduce the

storage costs. Moreover, the distribution of ledger can increase

the security of the whole system, which makes the invader

harder to find the whole ledger.

Archive Historical Data. In UCC systems, if the data’s value

density is very low, and the related node’s storage capacity

does not allow to store more data, then the low value density

data will be archived in centralized database.

These are the mechanisms used in LS4BUCC, which brings

about the reduce of storage in UCC systems. However, it is

inevitable that some nodes may need to get extra data that is

not stored locally. Therefore, the data retrieval and acquisition

is also important in the whole peer-to-peer system. In short,

there are three steps when getting data.

1) Check the local store list, and get the related high value

density data.

2) Recursively search the DHT in related peers, and get

the data in logically near node according to Kademlia

technique.

3) Search the central database for the target data.

Most often, step 2 and step 3 start simultaneously, because

it is unknown which way is faster. However, to balance the

workload of center node and to ensure the whole system

can function well when facing single point of failure, it is

necessary to design such storage and query mechanism.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Reduction of Storage

Generally speaking, in order to verify transactions and reach

consensus, validation nodes need to store the whole ledger,

such as Bitcoin, Ethereum. And many personal users cannot

become full nodes because of their storage capacity, for exam-

ple, using Bitcoin wallet on cellphone. However, in LS4BUCC,

we use three mechanisms to reduce the storage information.

For Semantic Information Template mechanism, it simplifies

the original data to several keywords. For Hysteretic Data Slice
mechanism, it divides the whole ledger into slices. Each slice

is only stored in k (k ≤ node number) nodes. For Archive
Historical Data mechanism, all the low value density data are

removed from peer nodes and stored into central database. In

conclusion, based on the three mechanisms, LS4BUCC can

reduce the data storage on nodes.

B. System Security

The methods and mechanisms mentioned above can im-

prove the system security and robustness to some extent.

Firstly, the Semantic Information Template is actually a kind of

data encryption. The simplified data cannot be recovered easily

without the predefined template. Secondly, the Kademlia DHT

technique uses randomly generated 160-bit identifier, which

makes the nodes distributed geographically. Therefore, the data

can hardly lose even facing attack. Moreover, the k backups of

data also guarantee the security of data comparing to random

discard. Therefore, LS4BUCC can ensure the system security

to some extent regarding to the UCC scenario.

C. System Efficiency

Even though LS4BUCC is not same as other traditional

blockchain, which save the whole ledger in validation nodes,

it can still reach a relatively high efficiency when retrieving

related information. For Kademlia DHT technique, the time

complexity of data lookup is O(logn), where n is the number

of nodes in the whole network. Meanwhile, the query from

central database can cooperate with DHT at the same time

under normal conditions. Moreover, nodes will store part of

historical data redundantly according to the value density,

which accelerate the decision making process. Therefore, the

system efficiency of LS4BUCC can be guaranteed to a large

extent.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In UCC scenarios, blockchain has become an effective

technique to improve system security and node privacy. How-

ever, the traditional way of data storage put forward high

requirement to nodes in the system, which is not suitable for

most UCC scenarios. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed

LS4BUCC, a low overhead storage architecture for blockchain

based unmanned collaborative cognition system, in which data

can be treated differently according to its value density to the

related node. There are three mechanisms in the architecture,

namely Semantic Information Template mechanism, Hysteretic

Data Slice mechanism, and Archive Historical Data mecha-

nism. And we proposed two preliminary supportive methods,

Value Density Method, and Selective Storage Method. Through

these mechanisms and methods, we reduce the data storage of

nodes under the premise of system security and efficiency,

which improves the scalability of UCC system.

However, as we have mentioned before, the consensus infor-

mation of UCC system is different to traditional trade trans-

actions. Also, the consensus information in this architecture

involves perceptual data and decision information. Moreover,

the frequently changing situations in UCC scenario lead to

high requirements for the throughput of consensus protocol.

Therefore, we need to design novel consensus algorithms for

this architecture. In the future, we will continuously improve

the performance of LS4BUCC, designing a suitable consensus

protocol and improving the DHT method for higher query

efficiency.
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